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turning your world

Pile Turner

Packaging line

TOPPY TWISTER SILVER AJ • TOPPY TWISTER 1000 H2000 AJ
TOPPY TWISTER 1600 AJ • TOPPY ACS • TOPPY EXCEL 2000 AJ • TOPPY APL

Engineered &
produced in Italy

TWISTER SILVER AJ
TECHNICAL FEATURES

TWISTER SILVER AJ

Max. paper format
Capacity
Platform opening
Turbine power
Air capacity
Paper weight

760 x 1060 mm
1000 kg
1450 mm – 645 mm
4 kW (optional 5,5 kW)
304 m³ / h
From 180 gr / m²

Toppy Twister Silver AJ is a stationary pile turner that allows you to turn, blow
and vibrate pallets of paper, cardboard or other supports, ensuring perfect
sheets alignment. Thanks to a push-button panel placed near the machine,
the operator has the possibility to choose between many operating cycles,
. according to the product needs.

TECHNICAL FEATURES
Max. paper format
Capacity
Platform opening
Turbine power
Air capacity
Paper weight

TWISTER 1000 H2000 AJ
TWISTER 1000 h.2000 AJ

760 x 1060 mm
1200 kg
2040 mm – 920 mm
4 kW (optional 5,5 kW)
414 m³ / h
From 180 gr / m²

Toppy Twister 1000 AJ h.2000 is a stationary pile turner that allows you to turn,
blow and vibrate pallets of paper, cardboard or other supports, ensuring perfect
sheets alignment. Thanks to a push-button panel placed near the machine, the
operator has the possibility to choose between many operating cycles, according
to the product needs.

TWISTER 1600 AJ
TECHNICAL FEATURES

TWISTER 1600 AJ

Max. paper format

1250x1650 mm

Capacity

1500 kg

Platform opening

1960 mm – 740 mm

Turbine power

11 kW

Air capacity

782 m³ / h

Paper weight

From 180 gr / m²

Toppy Twister 1600 AJ is a stationary pile turner that allows you to turn,
blow and vibrate pallets of paper, cardboard or other supports, ensuring
perfect sheets alignment. Thanks to a push-button panel placed near
the machine, the operator has the possibility to choose between many
operating cycles, according to the product needs.

Pallet holder

Pallet holder

Automatic Centering Systems
Toppy ACS allows automatic insertion and centering of the plastic pallet,
supplied by the packaging machine manufacturer, as well as blowing and
alignment of cardboard stacks.
The operator uses a forklift to place the wooden pallet on the plastic pallet and
introduces them together inside the Toppy Twister/Excel. After completion of
the cardboard stack processing by air and vibration, a pneumatic pallet holder
blocks the plastic pallet allowing the operator to extract the wooden pallet.
A centering device moves the load by placing it exactly in the center of the
plastic pallet, the size of the paper stack is detected with a sonar reading
system.

EXCEL 2000 AJ
TECHNICAL FEATURES

EXCEL 2000 AJ

Max. paper format
Capacity
Platform opening
Turbine power
Air capacity
Paper weight

1450 x 2050 mm
2000 kg (without conveyor)
2050 mm – 650 mm (optional conveyor)
18,5 kW
915 m³ / h
From 180 gr / m²

Toppy Excel is the automatic and programmable pile turner, that allows you to
turn, aerate and vibrate pallets of paper, cardboard, plastic and other materials,
ensuring perfect alignment of the sheets. Toppy Excel has been designed to
withstand heavy loads in compliance with processing times, which can be varied
depending on the program chosen by the operator. Toppy Excel allows to select
each single cycle through a touch screen control panel.
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Automatic Pallet Loader
Toppy APL is an automatic feeder that allows introduction of the plastic pallet
supplied by the packaging machine manufacturer for conveyor handling, while
removing the wooden pallet. Automation includes several pallet stackers with
the function of creating a pallet stock, therefore a long working autonomy, as
well as stacking wooden pallets in an orderly way. The automatic feeder Toppy
APL aims to resolve the phases connected to the preparation of cardboard
piles on plastic pallets, quickly, accurately and in complete autonomy.

OUR BRAND MEANS
PILE TURNER
From three generations Toppy has been identified as
the best pile turner producer, all over the word.
Established in Bologna in 1978, Toppy S.r.l. was born as
machines and trucks producer for the graphic industry.
Since then, whenever a good application was found,
new machines were added to Toppy production,
particularly in applications for pharmaceutical, food,
cosmetic and others.
Constant growth in technology and output has
enabled Toppy to consolidate its position amongst
the European leaders in the materials handling sector.
Toppy’s product range has been continuously extended
and upgraded to satisfy the market’s and the users’
varied needs. Toppy can supply pile turners, stationary
and mobile machines, pallet trucks and reel lifting
machines. Recently Toppy is also being preminent in
conveyors system applications, completely engineered
and produced in Italy.
Toppy becomes essential anytime load is placed on a
pallet.

New Kompressor

APP DOWNLOAD

Toppy app helps you choose the
most suitable pallet turner device
for pallet handling. Our app will
display the proper pallet changers
for your needs with pictures,
descriptions and videos.
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